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Project requirements

Opened in 1956, University Hospital Galway is the 
main acute hospital in Galway, Ireland and had 
undergone a major redevelopment programme. 

Celtic Communications Ltd, the contractor, 
required a state-of-the-art call system which could 
be installed into the hospital - this system needed 
to be reliable, simple to operate and integrated 
into bedhead lighting. 

The system had to be installed with minimal 
disruption to operational activity in the hospital.

Solutions

Safety Systems Distribution provided an Intercall 
600 non - speech addressable call system to 
Celtic Communications Ltd, which successfully 
replaced the hospital’s old system, which had 
become costly to maintain.

The new system – one of the most advanced on 
the market -  featured a call point, with levels for 
Call (a standard patient call), Assist (staff needing 
assistance), Emergency (staff requiring urgent 
assistance), Presence (a member of staff being 
in the room) and Visit (a member of staff has 
accepted the call and is on their way to a patient), 
plus a handset with call and on/off light control, 
a display panel (fitted wherever calls are to be 
shown and the alarm is to sound) and an IP power 
supply unit with call logging function.

 

Advanced
call system
for leading

hospital

Intercall 600 non - speech addressable call 
system
Intercall L622 call point - Call, Assist, 
Emergency, Presence, Visit
Intercall HD2 handset with call and light control 
on/off
Intercall L628 display panel
L7700 IP power supply with data logging to 
any network PC
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“We have used Safety Systems 
Distribution for the last 10 years and 
find that they are always up to date 
with the latest technology, which is 

important when you are dealing with 
major hospitals like UHG in Galway. 

They also have a great record of 
delivering stock on short notice. Their 
support team are second to none and 
always on the other side of the phone 
when needed, no matter what time of 

day.”

- Billy Mulvihill, director, Celtic 
Communications Ltd
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